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Europe-US growth down as WOW air
fails and Norwegian expansion slows
Scheduled seat capacity between Europe and the US is set to
see the slowest growth this year since 2013. After five
consecutive years of capacity growth of between 5% and 7%
(according to The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics figures), the latest data suggests that 2019 will see an
increase of around 3% in seats. This fall in growth can mostly be
explained by the recent collapse of Iceland’s WOW air, and to a
lesser extent by the failure last October of Primera Air, which
had only entered the Europe-US market in 2018.
Between 2004 and 2008 growth in the market was steady,
averaging around 4%. The global economic crises of 2008/09
resulted in a 10% capacity drop in 2009. It would take a further
five years before seat capacity eclipsed the figure set in 2008.
Since then, capacity has grown by 37% in the last six years,
driven by Norwegian’s attempts to prove the viability of its long
-haul, low-cost model using 787-8s and 787-9s.
That period also saw the merger of American Airlines and US
Airways, the collapse of airberlin, and Norwegian entering the
market in 2013.

growth will come from the launch of three new routes; to
Chicago (starting 1 June), San Francisco (10 June) and
Washington (16 June). This will increase its US route network to
eight, seven from Lisbon and one from Porto (to Newark). The
airline took delivery of its first A321neo LR which it plans to use
on several US routes on the east coast, including the new
Washington route.
LOT’s 20% growth in US capacity this summer is mostly driven
by frequency (and hence capacity increases) on its eight
existing routes (four from Warsaw, two from Budapest and one
each from Krakow and Rzeszow). However, it is also adding a
new Miami service from Warsaw, starting on 1 June.
WOW air was operating 13 routes in S18
In 2018 WOW air was the 16th biggest carrier (out of over 40)
operating between Europe and the US. It had launched flights
to the US from its Reykjavik KEF base in the summer of 2015,
starting with Boston and Baltimore/Washington. By last
summer its US network had expanded rapidly to 13
destinations, though it was competing head-to-head with local
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This week’s lead story looks at
developments in the lucrative EuropeUS market, which has seen impressive
growth in recent years, but where the
increase in seats has slowed in 2019.
We also look at two very different
airlines; small flag-carrier Luxair and
UK leisure airline TUI Airways.
Antalya is the focus of our airport
analysis and we also examine the
impact of the Swedish Aviation Tax on
air travel in that country. Plus the usual
round-up of the last fortnight’s new
routes, six country updates and the
growth of the Europe-Israel market.

‘Big 3’ US carriers still out in front

Looking at summer 2019 (airlines are still actively tweaking
their long-haul schedules for winter 2019/2020 and are likely to
continue to do so for several more months) reveals that the
three global US airlines are the biggest carriers in the EuropeUS market, with Delta Air Lines (a SkyTeam member) having a
healthy lead over rivals United Airlines (a Star Alliance carrier)
and American Airlines (a oneworld member). All three have
Ralph Anker increased capacity by a similar amount (around 6%) compared
ralph@anker-report.com with S18. This is faster growth than is being registered by most
of the larger European flag-carriers, with KLM (+6%) the fastestgrowing of the top 10 European flag-carriers in the rankings.
Norwegian has slowed its growth in the market considerably
this year but is still planning 7% more seats this summer
between Europe and the US. Last summer the carrier had
increased US capacity by 91%, which followed growth of 70% in
S17.
TAP Portugal adds three new US routes in S19
Lower down the rankings, TAP Portugal in 18th place, is set to
increase US capacity by 45% this summer. The majority of this
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rival Icelandair on eight of them. It was also competing with US
carriers on some routes.
Primera Air had operated six US routes in S18; three from
London STN (to Boston, Newark and Washington), two from
Paris CDG (to Boston and Newark) and one from Birmingham
(to Newark). However, the carrier suffered from delivery delays
of its planned Airbus neo aircraft, resulting in additional costs
from leasing in other aircraft.
Delta operating almost 70 Europe-US routes
Not only does Delta offer the most capacity between Europe
and the US, it also offers the most non-stop routes. This year
the figure is 69, down from 71 in 2018. Although it is starting
three new routes (Amsterdam-Tampa, Edinburgh-Boston,
Lisbon-Boston) it has suspended five European routes
(Amsterdam-Newark, Lisbon-Atlanta, London LHR-Philadelphia,
Paris CDG-Newark and Paris CDG-Pittsburgh). However, that
still leaves it seven clear of United (with 62 routes) and 11
ahead of American (58 routes). Both these carriers have seen a
net increase of three European
routes, so closing the gap with Delta. continues on page 12
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TUI Airways looking at 5% capacity growth across 18 UK airports in
S19; Spain still #1 but Turkey and Tunisia showing fastest growth
TUI Airways (which previously operated as Thomson
Airways, Thomsonfly and Britannia) is a UK leisure airline
that is part of the TUI Group. In 2017 the airline was the
third biggest UK airline (well behind easyJet and British
Airways) but in 2018 it was overtaken by Jet2.com.
However, with 11.2 million passengers last year it is still
bigger than Thomas Cook Airlines which carried 8.1
million passengers in 2018.
Annual passenger numbers have been consistently
between 10.3 million and 11.3 million during the last
decade, with average annual load factors being between
90% and 94% throughout the period.
Fleet of over 60 aircraft including six MAX 8s
The airline’s fleet currently comprises 62 aircraft
according to planespotters.net; 31 737-800s, six 737
MAX 8s which are currently grounded, 11 757s, two 767300s, eight 787-8s and four 787-9s. The grounding of the
MAX 8s during the peak summer season will have an
impact on the airline’s financial performance as it has to
cover the costs of leasing in additional aircraft.
The airline has an order for 737 MAX 10s which are
expected to replace the classic 757s, while the addition
of two more 787-9s will enable the airline to phase out
the last of its 767s.
Summer demand 150% more than in winter
The airline’s seasonality profile has been very
recent years. Monthly passenger numbers
around 1.5 million in July and August, while
November and April passenger figures are
450,000 and 600,000.

stable in
peak at
between
between

Services from 18 UK airports in S19
According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures, TUI
Airways will grow its operations in the UK this summer
with 6% more flights and 5% more seats. A total of 18 UK
airports will see regular flights with Manchester, London
LGW and Birmingham the airline’s three busiest airports.
Service is increasing at nearly all UK airports with
Edinburgh, Leeds Bradford and London LTN the
exceptions. The fastest capacity growth is set to take
place at Doncaster Sheffield (+46%), Cardiff (+42%) and
Birmingham (+11%). In terms of volume increases the
same three airports will all see between 60,000 and
70,000 additional departing seats this summer.
The growth at Doncaster Sheffield includes the recently
launched service to Orlando SFB, the airport’s first ever
US service.
Palma de Mallorca is leading destination
Spain remains the airline’s leading country market from
the UK with six of the top 13 destinations (shown in
orange) in that country, with Palma de Mallorca by far
the best served airport. There are three Greek
destinations in the top 15 (shown in pale blue), two in
Turkey (shown in red) and two in Cyprus. Cancun in
Mexico and Naples in Italy complete the top 15.
Antalya and Dalaman have seen the biggest volume
increase in seats in S19 compared with S18 (around
60,000 more), followed by Naples and Enfidha in Tunisia.
The only new destination for S19 is Lamezia Terme in
the Calabria region of Italy which is being served from
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both London LGW and Manchester. Destinations not
served in S19 that were served in S18 are Puerto Plata in
the Dominican Republic and Varadero in Cuba, though
other TUI Group airlines continue to serve both of these
airports.
In the summer of 2018 TUI Airways had resumed service
to Enfidha in Tunisia and also added Podgorica in
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Montenegro and Varna in Bulgaria. However, services to
another previously popular leisure destination in North
Africa, Egypt’s Sharm El-Sheikh, tailed off rapidly after
the crash of a Russian airliner on 31 October 2015 raised
issues about security at the airport. TUI Airways has not
operated to Sharm El Sheikh in 2018 or 2019 though
other TUI Group airlines are still serving the airport.
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Denmark: A pilot strike at the country’s biggest airline,
SAS, at the end of April had an impact on passenger
travel from Danish airports last month. Despite this,
Copenhagen still reported a small increase in
passengers, while Billund (where SAS only accounts for
10% of capacity) reported double-digit growth.
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Portugal: Traffic was up at all of Portugal’s five main
airports in March, with the four leading airlines in the
country all recording capacity growth compared with
last March.
United Kingdom: Passenger numbers were up almost
4% across all UK airports in March. Four of the top 12
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airports recorded double-digit growth with Edinburgh
(+15%) leading the way from Bristol (+13%). Three of the
country’s top seven airlines recorded capacity declines
compared with last March, including British Airways.
However, Wizz Air (+18%) and Jet2.com (+16%), both
grew UK capacity by more than 15% in March.
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Antalya Airport passes 30 million passenger mark in 2018 as tourist
numbers set new record; SunExpress is leading international airline
Located in south-west Turkey, Antalya is the country’s
eighth biggest city and biggest on the Mediterranean
coast. It is the leading tourist destination for
holidaymakers. In 2007 when the airport handled 15.2
million international passengers it was the country’s
leading international airport as Istanbul IST processed
only 13.6 million international passengers.
2018 sets new records after dramatic slump in 2016
International passengers reached a new high of just over
22 million in 2014. However, civil unrest in Istanbul in
2015, the shooting down of a Russian military aircraft by
Turkish forces on 24 November 2015 and an attempted
coup in Turkey in mid-July 2016, all contributed to a
massive drop in international passengers in 2016. Russia
retaliated to the jet incident by banning charter holidays
to Turkey. As the leading country market for flights to
Antalya, the airport was hit particularly hard.
However, international traffic has now recovered with
2018 seeing a new record of 24 million international
passengers. It is worth noting, that during the downturn
in international traffic, domestic traffic continued to
climb. In fact, while international traffic has grown by
some 60% between 2007 and 2018, domestic traffic has
trebled from 2.5 million passengers to 7.6 million during
the same period. Despite this, domestic traffic still
represents just under 25% of all demand at the airport.
Summer demand five times bigger than in winter
Last July, Antalya’s two-runway airport handled just
under five million passengers, a monthly record. August
figures were not far behind. In contrast, passenger
numbers in December, January and February are well
under one million passengers.
So far, in the first four months of 2019, traffic has again
been growing strongly. Overall demand is up 16%, with
international traffic up 45% and domestic passengers
down 7%.
SunExpress is leading international carrier
Passenger figures provided to The ANKER Report by the
airport, show that in 2018 SunExpress (a joint venture
between Lufthansa and Turkish Airlines) was by far the
leading international carrier, with over 1.6 million
departing passengers. That was more than twice as
many as its nearest rivals in Antalya, Onur Air,
AtlasGlobal and the leading Russian carrier, Azur Air.
Russian airlines (shown in red) account for six of the top
15 airlines while there are seven Turkish carriers (shown
in purple) in the top 15. The two remaining carriers are
Condor from Germany and Thomas Cook Airlines from
the UK. The two fastest-growing airlines in Antalya last
year were AtlasGlobal (+110%) and Onur Air (+90%).
Russia and Germany are leading country markets
The leading country markets are Russia and Germany
with the Russian market around 60% bigger than the
German market, which is itself almost four times bigger
than the Ukraine market. Both markets registered
significant growth in 2018, with Russian flights
generating 25% more passengers and German flights
welcoming 35% more travellers. Several smaller markets
saw more than 50% growth in 2018, notably Poland
(+132%), the UK (+77%) and Romania (+66%).
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Three of the top 12 country markets showed surprisingly
little change compared with 2017; Ukraine (down 2%),
Israel (down 4%) and Kazakhstan (+4%).
Up to 15 May 2019 tourist numbers to Antalya were up
by 24%. Russian tourists were up 30% to 819k, there
were 475k German tourists and 140k UK tourists.
Visitors were recorded from 178 different countries.
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Turkish Airlines #1 on domestic routes
According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures, Turkish
Airlines is the leading carrier for domestic flights at
Antalya with 45% of seats, followed by Pegasus Airlines
(29%), SunExpress (17%), Onur Air (5%) and AtlasGlobal
(4%). Istanbul SAW and Istanbul IST are the leading
routes followed by Ankara, Adana and Izmir.
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Romania: An increase of 6% in passenger numbers in
Bucharest helped drive Romanian demand up by almost
8% in March. Wizz Air offers almost twice as many seats
from the country’s airports as TAROM, while Blue Air’s
capacity is down compared with last March.
Russia: Five of the country’s top six airports reported
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double-digit growth in March, with Moscow DME the
notable exception. Pobeda has now overtaken Utair to
be the country’s third biggest carrier.
Spain: Demand was up over 7% across all Spanish
airports in April with all of the country’s top 12 airports
reporting growth. Seville (+22%) leads the way ahead of
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Palma (+14%) and Valencia (+13%). Among the leading
airlines only Norwegian and TUI Group reported lower
passenger numbers in Spain this April compared to April
2018. Jet2.com and Thomas Cook Airlines both reported
passenger growth of 16% followed by Air Europa (+14%)
and Transavia NL (+12%)
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aer Lingus began seasonal service between Cork and
Dubrovnik on Saturday 4 May. The 2-weekly service
(Tuesdays and Saturdays) will operate until the end of
September using the airline’s A320s and faces no
competition. For Cork this is the only route to Croatia in
S19. Aer Lingus already serves Dubrovnik (as well as
Pula and Split) from Dublin. With Ryanair also adding
Dublin service to Dubrovnik and Split in early June,
scheduled capacity between Ireland and Croatia is up a
massive 60% this summer.

Air Italy now serves Canada. On 6 May the carrier began
6-weekly service from Milan MXP to Toronto using its
A330-200s. The two airports are already connected by
Air Canada with a 3-weekly service. Fellow Italian carrier
Alitalia offers just one route between Italy and Canada
(from Rome to Toronto) while Air Canada operates five,
as does Air Transat. The two Canadian carriers compete
head-to-head on four routes. In terms of seat capacity in
S19, Air Canada has 54%, Air Transat 30%, Alitalia 9%
and Air Italy 7%, with overall capacity up significantly by
22%. All routes serve either Montreal or Toronto and
are from Milan MXP, Rome FCO or Venice VCE, with one
exception. Air Transat operates 30 flights this summer
between Toronto and Lamezia Terme, up from 16 in
S18.

Spanish Balearic Islands will be served every Sunday until
13 October. Both routes will be flown by the airline’s
Airbus A220s (previously known as Bombardier CS300s).
Compared with last summer, airBaltic has added five
destinations from Riga and dropped none. Apart from
these two new leisure routes, the airline has also started
service to Lviv and Stuttgart, while resuming service to
Dublin.
Another airline that has started serving Kos is British
Airways, which began service to the Greek island from
London LGW on 15 May. The service will operate 3weekly using the airline’s A320s. Competition on the
2,680-kilometre route comes from TUI Airways (5weekly), easyJet (3-weekly) and Thomas Cook Airlines
(also 3-weekly). Since last summer BA has dropped
routes to Barcelona, Oakland, Pisa and Valencia from
Gatwick while starting new services to Almeria, Bilbao
and now Kos. Another new route to Milan BGY will start
on 1 September. Overall, the airline’s share of Gatwick
seat capacity has increased slightly from 17% in S18 to
just under 18% in S19, still well behind easyJet.
Buta Airways, the low-cost subsidiary of Azerbaijan
Airlines, has added three more routes from Baku. On 12
May the carrier introduced 2-weekly service to Ufa in
Russia, followed by 2-weekly service to Odessa in
Ukraine and 2-weekly service to Astrakhan in Russia,
both on Thursday 16 May. All three routes operate using
the airlines’ E190s. The only competition on any of the
routes comes from NordStar Airlines, who operate a
weekly service on the 1,640-kilometre route to Ufa. Buta
Airways’s fleet currently comprises eight 106-seat E190s
according to planespotters.net.

airBaltic recently added a couple of seasonal services
from its main base in Riga. Kos in Greece will be served
every Saturday until 12 October, while Menorca in the

Olbia route is already served by another carrier,
Eurowings with a 3-weekly service. A320s will operate all
three routes. Condor is currently for sale, with Lufthansa
recently confirming that it had made a bid for the airline.
Another carrier adding leisure routes from Germany is
Corendon Airlines Europe. It has recently launched
Cologne Bonn to Fuerteventura (weekly from 5 May)
and Tenerife TFS (weekly from 4 May), as well as
Münster/Osnabrück to Kos (2-weekly from 4 May). It
will compete with TUI fly Deutschland on the two
Cologne Bonn routes, while Ryanair also operates on the
Tenerife route.

easyJet continues to grow its Berlin TXL network. It
recently added two new routes, one domestic and one
international. Kos will be served with up to 3-weekly
flights, competing with Ryanair (3-weekly) and TUI fly
Deutschland (weekly). easyJet now serves Kos from five
airports, the others being Glasgow GLA, London LGW,
Milan MXP and Venice VCE. The other new route
involved a new airport for easyJet, Sylt in northern
Germany. Sylt is an island close to the Danish border and
is popular with German tourists during the summer.
easyJet will operate a weekly service using its A319s.
This year easyJet has added a total of seven new routes
from Tegel. The other five are Dubrovnik, Gdansk,
Manchester, Toulouse and Zadar. Other domestic
services to Sylt are provided by Condor (from
Düsseldorf), Eurowings (from Düsseldorf and Stuttgart),
Lufthansa (from Frankfurt and Munich) and Sylt Air
(from Hamburg).

Condor, the German leisure airline of the Thomas Cook
Group, has added three more seasonal routes during the
last fortnight. They are from Düsseldorf to Volos (weekly
from 4 May), Hamburg to Olbia (2-weekly from 4 May)
and Hannover to Samos (weekly from 7 May). Only the
El Al has launched its second route to Russia with the
start on 12 May of 2-weekly flights from Tel Aviv to
Sochi/Adler. The route will be served 2-weekly
(Thursdays and Sundays) using 737-800s operated by
Sun d’Or. Ural Airlines (4-weekly) and Israir (weekly)
already connect the two airports which are 1,340kilometres apart. El Al also serves Moscow DME 11weekly this summer.
Eurowings added its only new route this summer from
Hannover on 7 May to Brindisi. The weekly service faces
no competition and will be operated by TUI fly
Deutschland using its 737-800s. Eurowings is still the
leading airline in Hannover with 16% of scheduled seat
capacity in S19 ahead of Lufthansa, TUI fly Deutschland
and Condor. Its seat capacity at the airport is down 8%
this summer according to Cirium Data and Analytics and
it has dropped routes to London STN and Rhodes since
last summer. Around two-thirds of its capacity at the
airport is allocated to just three routes; Palma de
Mallorca, Stuttgart and Vienna.
Finnair on 11 May began service from Helsinki to
Bordeaux. Initially operating weekly on Saturdays,
frequency will increase to 2-weekly with an additional
flight on Tuesdays from 25 June, before becoming
weekly again in August. The last flight is currently
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scheduled for 14 September. A mix of A319s, A320s,
A321s and E190s are set to operate the 2,400-kilometre
route which faces no direct competition. Finnair already
serves Nice (4-weekly) and Paris CDG (5-daily). Last year
it also served Biarritz, but this route seems to have been
replaced by the new Bordeaux sector. For Bordeaux this
is a fourth Nordic route as Oslo is served by Norwegian
and Copenhagen is served by Ryanair (since 2 April),
while Stockholm is served by Norwegian, but only
between 17 June and 9 August according to Cirium Data
and Analytics.
Germania Flug, which was not affected by the collapse
of Germania, has added a weekly flight between Zurich
and Calvi on the French island of Corsica. The 550kilometre sector was flown last year by Helvetic using a
Fokker 100 while Germania Flug will utilise a larger
A319. Calvi is one of two new destinations for Germania
Flug this summer, the other being Tirana (starting 30
May).

the end of May. This compares with 53 weekly flights
across 15 European routes in S18.
The last two weeks have seen Jet2.com launch 20 new
routes across eight of its UK bases. Eight of these 20
routes were to a new destination for the airline, Bourgas
in Bulgaria. There were three more routes to Chania and
two to Izmir, two destinations that were added to
Jet2.com’s network in early May. Six airports welcomed
a single new route each; Bodrum, Corfu, Kefalonia, Kos,
Naples and Pula. All these new routes will operate either
weekly or 2-weekly during the summer season. For more
on Jet2.com’s UK network this summer see our airline
profile in Issue 36 of The ANKER Report. Only six of the
routes are not already served by other carriers, mostly
TUI Airways (on nine routes), Ryanair (four routes),
Thomas Cook Airlines (three routes) and easyJet (two
routes).

Hainan Airlines has become the first airline to connect
the capital of China with the capital of Norway. On 15
May, the carrier began 3-weekly service between Beijing
and Oslo using its two-class A330-300s with 32 flatbed
business class seats and 260 economy class seats. The
7,000-kilometre service will operate year-round. Hainan
Airlines serves nine European airports from Beijing this
summer, with Oslo the only new addition. In total, the
Chinese carrier will operate 63 weekly flights across 23
European routes this summer, including a new 2-weekly
service from Shenzhen to Rome FCO, which begins at
KLM on 6 May began the third of four new routes it is
launching from Amsterdam this summer. Having already
introduced service to Boston (4-weekly from 31 March)
and Naples (daily from 21 April), the Dutch carrier has
now begun daily service to Wroclaw in Poland. The 850kilometre route will be flown using the airline’s E175s
and faces no direct competition. The only other route
connecting the Netherlands to Wroclaw is provided by
Wizz Air with a 5-weekly service from Eindhoven. KLM
already serves Gdansk (up to 3-daily), Krakow (3-daily)
and Warsaw WAW (3-daily) from its home base, while
its low-cost subsidiary, Transavia, offers up to 3-weekly
flights to Katowice from Amsterdam.
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French all-business carrier La Compagnie (IATA code B0)
has added a second route to its existing Paris ORY to
New York EWR service. On 6 May the airline began
service between Nice and Newark using its 74-seat 757200s, of which it has two. Frequency varies between 4weekly and 5-weekly. Indirect competition comes from
Delta Air Lines which offers a daily service in summer
between Nice and New York JFK. These are the only two
US services from French airports outside of Paris. There
are currently no scheduled US services from Bordeaux,
Lyon, Marseille, Nantes or Toulouse.
Loganair has begun three new routes from Edinburgh.
On 9 May it began 3-weekly flights to Bergen, followed
on 10 May by 4-weekly flights to Stavanger, and on 11
May by weekly flights to Guernsey. None of the routes
face direct competition and all will be operated by the
airline’s ERJ-135s. The Scottish carrier operates a
number of other domestic routes from Edinburgh
(including Islay which launched on 31 March) and
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and Sofia (2-weekly competing with Bulgaria Air, El Al
and Wizz Air). As a result, Ryanair will now be serving
the Israeli airport with 40 flights per week this summer
from 12 airports, compared with 30 flights per week
from nine airports last summer. Routes from Bourgas,
Gdansk and Wroclaw which operated in S18 have been
suspended, while there have also been new routes from
Kaunas, Memmingen and Thessaloniki. A further eight
new routes to Tel Aviv will be added at the end of
October. Ryanair has also added three new Greek routes
recently; between Bologna and Heraklion (weekly from
4 May), Budapest and Thessaloniki (2-weekly from 4
May competing with Wizz Air), and between Milan BGY
and Kalamata (2-weekly from 7 May). Kalamata was last
served by Ryanair from Milan BGY in August 2015, so
this is a return to the Greek airport. Additional services
to Kalamata will be launched shortly by Ryanair from
London STN and Sofia in June, and from Pisa in August.
Finally, Ryanair launched its first ever flights to Bodrum
in Turkey, with the introduction of a 2-weekly service
from Dublin. Ryanair’s only other Turkish routes are
from Bratislava and Dublin to Dalaman.
accounts for 7% of movements at the airport, making it
the fifth biggest carrier by flights after easyJet, Flybe,
Ryanair and British Airways. On 11 May Loganair also
began a weekly service from Humberside to Jersey using
its ERJ-145s. The 500-kilometre sector will operate until
14 September. Finally, Loganair also began a new route
between London SEN and Aberdeen, which will operate
17-weekly using ERJ-145s. This is the first of three
domestic routes the airline plans to operate from
Southend this year, with service to Glasgow beginning
on 28 May and the eagerly-anticipated new route to
Carlisle set to start on 4 July.

Luxair has added a seasonal service to Palermo.
Launched on 12 May, the weekly (Sunday) service will
operate until 13 October using the airline’s 737-700s and
faces no competition. Palermo becomes the airline’s 11th
destination in Italy. The only other carriers connecting
Luxembourg and Italy are Alitalia (which operates flights
from Milan LIN), Ryanair (from Milan BGY) and easyJet
(from Milan MXP). Luxair has seen its share of seat
capacity at Luxembourg fall from 60% in S16 to 50% in
S19 as easyJet and in particular Ryanair have developed
their presence at the airport.
Norwegian opened its base at Billund in Denmark in
early May. It has started service to Faro (weekly from 11
May), Palma de Mallorca (2-weekly from 6 May) and
Ponta Delgada (weekly from 7 May). All three routes
were operated last year by now defunct Primera Air.
Only the Palma route is served by other carriers; Ryanair
(4-weekly) and DAT (weekly).

SunExpress continues to develop its international
network from Turkey. On Saturday 4 May it began new,
weekly service from Berlin TXL to Dalaman, and from
Dublin to Izmir. The German route faces no competition
although the route was served by Germania in S18. The
Irish route is already served 3-weekly by Aer Lingus, and
at 3,050-kilometres is the longest sector currently flown
by SunExpress. According to Cirium Data and Analytics,
SunExpress has added 19 new routes to its network this
summer (while dropping just eight), of which seven are
from Antalya, five from Izmir, three from Ankara, two
from Konya, and one each from Dalaman and Kayseri. In
terms of destinations, seven of the routes are to airports
in Germany, two each to the Netherlands, Norway and
Poland, and one each to the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Iran, Ireland, Russia and Sweden.
SWISS introduced a weekly service from Zurich to
Heringsdorf, on the northern German island of Usedom
on Saturday 4 May. Using its Airbus A220-100s, the
flights will operate until the end of September. The
airport’s only other commercial services this summer are
operated by Lufthansa Group carriers; Dortmund
(weekly with Eurowings), Düsseldorf (2-weekly with
Eurowings), Frankfurt (weekly with Lufthansa using
CRJ900s) and Stuttgart (2-weekly with Eurowings).
Commercial flights only operate at Heringsdorf during
the summer season, with the first flight of the season
landing this year on 13 April.

Pegasus Airlines now connects two more Turkish cities
to Moscow DME. On 4 May the carrier began service
from Dalaman and Izmir to the Russian capital. The
Dalaman route will be served with up to 2-weekly flights,
while Izmir will be served up to 3-weekly. The routes will
be served with a mix of the LCC’s 737-800s and A320s.
Pegasus already serves Moscow DME from Istanbul
SAW and is also adding flights from Bodrum on 26 May.

On 6 May Thomas Cook Airlines began weekly service
from Manchester to Montego Bay in Jamaica. The 7,430
-kilometre route will be operated by the airline’s A330200s and will face competition from TUI Airways’s 2weekly service. According to Flightradar24.com the
inaugural flight arrived 52 minutes late. This summer
Jamaica is also served by TUI Airways from Birmingham
and London LGW, while Virgin Atlantic also operates
non-stop from Gatwick. Comparing schedule data for
August 2019 and August 2018, Montego Bay is one of
just two new destinations for Thomas Cook Airlines this
summer, the other being Marrakech. Flights to the
Moroccan city actually began last October from
Manchester.
TUI Airways added 19 new routes from UK airports
during the last fortnight, all of which will be served just
weekly. This included the first flights to its only new
destination this summer, Lamezia Terme in Italy, which
will be served from London LGW and Manchester. There
was also a new US route, the first ever from Doncaster
Sheffield, to Orlando SFB. Of the remaining 16 new
routes, six were to Turkey, four were to Greece, there
were two new routes to both Egypt (Hurghada) and
Tunisia (Enfidha) and one new route to Croatia (Pula)
and Portugal (Faro). For more on TUI Airways see the
airline profile on page 2.

Turkish Airlines now serves Zonguldak on the western
Black Sea region of the country. Flights from Istanbul IST
began on 12 May and will be operated 3-weekly with a
mix of the airline’s A320s and 737-800s. Competition will
come from AtlasGlobal when it begins its own 2-weekly
service on the 282-kilometre route between the two
airports in mid-June. According to DHMI data, Zonguldak
handled just 25,000 passengers in 2018, all on
international flights.
Volotea has added a Greek route from its Strasbourg
base, with the launch of a weekly service to Corfu from 8
May. The 1,400-kilometre route was flown last year by
TUI fly Belgium. Volotea will also start a second Greek
route to Athens on 12 June. These are two of the three
new destinations from its French base this summer, with
Cagliari service having started on 2 May. In total,
Volotea will operate 36 weekly flights from Strasbourg
to 14 destinations during the peak August period. It also
serves Nantes most of the year, but not in July and
August. These are the airline’s first new routes from
Strasbourg since May 2017, when it began flights to
Dubrovnik.
WestJet chose 17 May as the launch date for its new 4weekly service from Calgary to Paris CDG. No other
carriers connect these airports and the airline will
operate the service with its new 787-9s. WestJet began
European flights from Calgary in May 2016 with service
to London LGW. It will launch a third European route
from Calgary to Dublin on 1 June. It is also the Canadian
carrier’s second route to the French capital, having
started daily service from Halifax last May. In total
WestJet will operate 12 European routes this summer,
spread across six Canadian and five European airports.

Ryanair added a further seven routes to its network
during the last fortnight. Three of them were to Tel Aviv;
from Athens (3-weekly competing with Aegean Airlines,
Alitalia, El Al and Israir), Bucharest (2-weekly competing
with Arkia, Blue Air, El Al, Israir, TAROM and Wizz Air),
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Swedish Aviation Tax contributing to 6% drop in passengers in March
and April; airlines adjusting capacity to meet reduced demand levels
Back in November 2017 the Swedish government passed
a law enabling the Swedish Aviation Tax (SAT) to be
introduced with effect from 1 April 2018. The tax is
relatively straightforward. It applies to all passengers
departing a Swedish airport on a commercial flight
travelling in an aircraft with at least 11 seats.
There are only three rates of tax based on the final
destination country of the passenger. For destinations in
Europe (excluding Russia) passengers pay 61 SEK (€6 or
$7.50) while for many medium-haul destinations,
including Canada, Russia, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the UAE
and the US, passengers pay 255 SEK (€25 or $31.50).
Passengers on flights to all Asian and South American
destinations will have to pay 408 SEK (€40 or $50).
The impact on air travel demand across all Swedish
airports can be seen in the graph below which tracks the
monthly change in air passengers compared with the
same month the previous year, for the period January
2017 to April 2019. The impact was fairly immediate
with passenger numbers falling in May and June 2018.
Coincidentally, or possibly not, one of Sweden’s biggest
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regional carriers, NextJet, ceased operations on 16 May.

Capacity finally matching new demand levels?

Currency fluctuation at same time

In the third quarter of 2018 and the first quarter of 2019,
airline capacity continued to grow in Sweden according
to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics. However,
throughout this period passenger numbers continued to
fall suggesting falling load factors for the airlines.

Around the same time the Swedish Krona’s value
compared with the Euro began to change significantly.
Whereas in 2017 the exchange rate was around 9.6 SEK
to 1 Euro, this started to increase towards the end of the
year and into early 2018. In March 2018 it broke through
the 10 SEK mark and continued to rise and reached 10.6
SEK by May 2018. Since then it has been between 10.2
SEK and 10.6 SEK to 1 Euro.
GDP growth above EU average in 2018
According to Eurostat figures published on the EU’s
website, Sweden’s GDP growth in each of the four
quarter of 2018 was +3.3% (Q1), +2.5% (Q2), +1.6% (Q3)
and +2.4% (Q4). This was above the EU average in each
quarter, except for Q3.
According to the latest EU forecast, real GDP is forecast
to grow in Sweden by 1.4% in 2019, which is in line with
the average forecast growth across all 27 members, but
lower than that achieved in 2018.
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The start of the summer season seems to have seen
airlines respond to the new demand level. Although the
April drop in capacity of 6% may be more related to the
timing of Easter (and an SAS pilot strike), seat capacity
for the rest of the summer (to the end of October) is
down 1%. However, if passenger numbers continue to
fall at closer to 5% or 6%, that suggests a worrying drop
in load factor of around four percentage points.
Given that neither of the two leading airlines in Sweden
(Norwegian and SAS) are among the most profitable in
Europe, they will have to hope that other parts of their
pan-Scandinavian networks can provide more robust
financial returns during 2019. While these two carriers
(and local carrier Braathens) are indeed cutting their
Swedish capacity this summer, Ryanair (+9%) is not.
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Luxair passes 2 million passengers in 2018; Antalya is top route for
ASKs in summer while London City leads for annual seat capacity
Luxembourg is the second smallest country in the EU
(after Malta) and the smallest that is not an island. Its
total area is just 2,600km2 and its perimeter road can
easily be driven around in six hours. The country is
served by a single commercial airport, which is located
just six kilometres east of Luxembourg City.
Carried over two million passengers in 2018
According to a recent press release, Luxair carried 2.13
million passengers in 2018. This was up from 1.93 million
in 2017 when the load factor was 71.6%. After an
operating loss of €1m in 2016, in 2017 an operating
profit of €2m was reported, with a net profit of €9.5m.
Financial figures for 2018 have not yet been published
for the state-owned carrier.
Back in 2004 Luxair accounted for 73% of scheduled seat
capacity in Luxembourg but this has fallen in recent
years, falling below 60% in 2016 and below 50% for the
first time in 2019, as the airport has succeeded in
attracting other carriers, notably easyJet and Ryanair.
Fleet of 737s and Q400s
According to the airline’s in-flight magazine Flydoscope
the airline’s fleet this summer will comprise four 186seat 737-800s, four 141-seat 737-700s, 11 76-seat Q400s
and one 70-seat CRJ700. The latter aircraft is operated
by Adria Airways (but in full Luxair colours) primarily on
the airline’s German domestic route between Berlin TXL
and Saarbrücken, a route that was previously served by
airberlin and which Luxair launched on 1 January 2018.
Antalya is leading route in summer peak
Analysing capacity data as measured by ASKs (Available
Seat Kilometres) for a week in the peak month of August,
reveals that the leisure destinations of Antalya and
Palma de Mallorca are Luxair’s two biggest routes.
Spanish destinations (in orange) account for four of the
top 15 routes by ASKs, with two each in Greece and
Portugal.
Many of these top summer routes are not operated year
-round. Looking across the whole of the year, the leading
routes from Luxembourg for ASKs in 2018 were Vienna,
Tenerife TFS, Palma de Mallorca, Porto and London LCY.
Measured purely on seat capacity the top five routes are
London LCY, Paris CDG, Vienna, Munich and Milan MXP.
Three new routes in S19 but Stockholm dropped
New routes for this summer are the Mediterranean
destinations of Menorca, Palermo and Split, while the
biggest routes served last summer that are no longer on
the airline’s network are Stockholm, Milan LIN and Turin.
Hamburg, which is normally served via Saarbrücken from
Luxembourg, became a non-stop service for three weeks
in March, during which time Saarbrücken installed an
emergency brake system on its runway, resulting in the
closure of the airport to all flights.

Luxair’s network developments from Luxembourg 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop international destinations added

Non-stop international destinations no longer served

2005

Ajaccio, Alicante, Bastia, Cagliari, Catania, Corfu, Dubrovnik, Faro, Ibiza, Jerez, Lamezia Terme, London LCY,
Heraklion, Kos, Malaga, Malta, Milan MXP, Naples, Palma de Mallorca, Rhodes, Rimini

Berlin THF, Lisbon, Menorca, Metz, Stockholm, Zurich

2006

Chania, Milan BGY, Warsaw

2007

Agadir, Antalya, Bari, Bourgas, Chania, Constanta, Djerba, Dublin, Marrakech, Monastir, Pafos, Varna

Budapest, Venice VCE

2008

Bodrum, Florence, Marseille, Prague

Alicante, Copenhagen, Manchester

2009

Lyon, Palermo, Tozeur

Florence, London LHR

2010

Almeria, Enfidha, Florence, Venice

Constanta, Dubrovnik, Lyon, Tozeur, Tunis

2011

Bilbao, Boa Vista, Larnaka

Chania, Monastir, Pafos, Palermo

2012

Izmir

Almeria, Bilbao, Bodrum, Dublin, Florence, Prague

2013

Bodrum, Copenhagen, Dubrovnik, Figari

Larnaka, Turin

2014

Calvi, Dublin, Lisbon, Stockholm

Bodrum

2015

Olbia, Palermo

2016

Almeria, Prague, Turin, Zadar

Dubrovnik, Enfidha, Frankfurt, Izmir, Palermo

2017

Alicante, Biarritz, Dubrovnik, Milan LIN

Marrakech

2018

Brac, Enfidha, Marrakech, Ras Al-Khaimah, Reykjavik

2019

Menorca, Palermo, Split

Alicante, Brac, Milan LIN, Reykjavik, Stockholm, Turin

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for January 2004 to December 2019.
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Europe to Israel market still booming after EU agreement in 2013;
TAP Portugal and Virgin Atlantic new for 2019; Ryanair growing fast
Israel was in the global spotlight this weekend as Tel Aviv
hosted the 64th Eurovision Song Contest, having won
the event last year in Lisbon with “Toy” by Netta. The
winner this year was the Netherlands, the first time they
have won the contest since 1975 when just 19 countries
competed. Now there are over 40.

Since 2012, El Al’s European capacity has grown by 48%
while all other carriers combined have seen their seat
capacity increase by 164%. Though El Al’s share of the
market has fallen, it is still the leading carrier and offers
three times as many seats to Europe as any other carrier.
It is adding a new Manchester service from 26 May.

The air travel market between Europe and Israel has
grown rapidly in recent years following the signing of a
comprehensive agreement between the EU and Israel in
June 2013. The agreement controlled, the rate of growth
for the first five years of the agreement, to ‘give
sufficient time for carriers on both sides to prepare for
increased competition’, as the EU put it.

LCCs stimulating market

As a result, scheduled seat capacity between the EU and
Israel has grown by at least 7% every year since 2012,
with double-digit growth in 2014, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
El Al share of market falls from 45% to 22%
Growth has come primarily from European carriers. El
Al’s share of the market, which was 45% in 2004 and still
33% in 2012, has now fallen to just under 22% in 2019.
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Among the top eight airlines in the Europe-Israel market
are four of Europe’s biggest (U)LCCs. Wizz Air is third,
not far behind second-placed Turkish Airlines, easyJet is
fifth, Ryanair is seventh and Pegasus Airlines is eighth.
Three of these carriers are also looking at significant
growth in S19 with Ryanair (31% more seats), Wizz Air
(+15%) and easyJet (+14%) all gaining market share.
In the last fortnight Ryanair launched three new routes
to Tel Aviv, from its bases in Athens, Bucharest and Sofia.
The carrier is also planning to add a further eight routes
this winter bringing its Tel Aviv services to 20.
TAP Portugal and Virgin Atlantic new in 2019
While LCCs are stimulating the leisure market and
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helping Israeli tourism, a couple of legacy airlines have
also added Tel Aviv to their networks in 2019. TAP
Portugal began daily service from Lisbon on 31 March,
competing with El Al.
Another new carrier for Tel Aviv is Virgin Atlantic, which
will begin a daily service from London LHR on 25
September using A330-300s. This service will compete
directly with British Airways and El Al.
Other new services set to launch this summer include
Turkish Airlines from Izmir (on 29 May), Alitalia resuming
service from Milan MXP (on 29 July) and Wizz Air making
Krakow its 17th route to Tel Aviv starting on 16
September. Local leisure airlines Arkia, Israir and Sun
d’Or are also set to add some new seasonal leisure
routes to Europe. However, airlines no longer serving Tel
Aviv include Cobalt, Germania and WOW air, which have
all ceased all operations since last summer.
Looking further ahead, Lauda will begin daily service
from Vienna at the beginning of the W19/20 season at
the end of October. This route is already served by
Austrian Airlines, El Al and Wizz Air.
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Big growth in US cities served non-stop
The last six years has seen a rapid increase in the
number of US airports served non-stop from Europe.
Between 2014 and 2018, 11 US airports gained direct
service to Europe without any US airports losing service.
In the previous four years, two US airports had gained
service and two had lost them. British Airways kicked off
the expansion when it began serving Austin non-stop
from Heathrow in 2014. In 2015 Providence gained nonstop service from Frankfurt with Condor, while 2016 saw
Hartford welcome Aer Lingus from Dublin and San Jose
in California welcome both British Airways (from
Heathrow) and Lufthansa (from Frankfurt).
New Orleans and New York SWF joined the club in 2017.
The former welcomed British Airways (from Heathrow)
and Condor (from Frankfurt), while the latter celebrated
Norwegian starting service from no fewer than five
different airports in three countries.
In 2018 a further five US cities had cause to rejoice.
Cleveland welcomed flights to Reykjavik from both
Icelandair and WOW air, Indianapolis had Air France
launch service to Paris CDG, Icelandair began service to
Kansas City, British Airways launched flights to Nashville,
while WOW air returned European service to St. Louis.
Sadly, Cleveland and St. Louis services were short-lived
and dropped for 2019, when Charleston became the
latest addition to the list of US airports with non-stop
flights to Europe. British Airways began 2-weekly,
seasonal flights to the city in April.
Four European airports gain US service in S19
On the European side of the market there has been a
steady flow of airports gaining (and losing) non-stop
services to the US. This year, 54 European airports will
have regular, non-stop, scheduled flights to at least one
US airport. This is one fewer than in 2018, as five
airports have lost services, while four have gained
services.
Bergen has lost its Norwegian flights to New York SWF,
Cologne Bonn has lost its Eurowings flights to various US
destinations, Cork has lost its Norwegian flights to
Providence, Hamburg has lost its United service to
Newark, while London STN has lost its Primera Air flights.
However, there is good news for Bologna (American
starts Philadelphia flights on 6 June), Doncaster Sheffield
(TUI Airways began serving Orlando SFB on 4 May),
Dubrovnik (American starts Philadelphia flights on 7
June) and Naples (United starts Newark flights on 22
May).
The only new carrier to start flights between Europe and
the US in 2019 is Corsair, which will begin serving Miami
from Paris ORY in June. JetBlue recently confirmed that it
plans to begin European flights (to London) from both
Boston and New York JFK, but not until 2021.

Europe-US network developments 2005-2019
Year

New European airports

European airports lost

New US airports

US airports lost

2005

Belfast BFS, Berlin TXL, Bologna, Bristol,
Hamburg, London STN, Naples,
Newcastle, Palermo

Belgrade

Orlando SFB

Pittsburgh

2006

Cologne Bonn, Porto

-

-

-

2007

Bucharest, Gran Canaria, East Midlands, Newcastle
Knock, Liverpool, London LTN, Paris ORY,
Pisa, Rzeszow

Fort Lauderdale, Hartford

Providence

2008

Lyon, Malaga, Moscow DME

Gran Canaria, Knock, Liverpool

Providence, Salt Lake City, San Diego

-

2009

Newcastle, Tenerife TFN, Valencia

Bologna, Cologne Bonn, London LTN, London STN

Pittsburgh

Providence, Hartford, San Diego

2010

-

Bucharest, Lyon

-

Cleveland

2011

-

East Midlands, Krakow, Rzeszow, Tenerife TFN

San Diego

-

2012

East Midlands

Budapest

Oakland

-

2013

Marseille, Moscow VKO

Kiev KBP, Valencia

-

Memphis

2014

Bergen, Kiev KBP, Stavanger

Bristol

Austin

-

2015

London LTN, London STN

Marseille

Providence

-

2016

Belgrade, Cologne Bonn, Ostend

Moscow VKO, Stavanger

Hartford, San Jose

-

2017

Bristol, Cork, Krakow

London LTN, Moscow DME, Ostend, Pisa

New Orleans, New York SWF

2018

Budapest, Rzeszow

Naples, Palermo, Riga

Cleveland, Indianapolis, Kansas City,
Nashville, St. Louis

-

2019

Bologna, Doncaster Sheffield,
Dubrovnik, Naples

Bergen, Cologne Bonn, Cork, Hamburg, London
STN

Charleston

Cleveland, St. Louis

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for April 2004 to October 2019.
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